
Diagrams of shared experience 

A dialogic approach to urban drifting: collaborative poem-drawing as an urban interpretation 

Abstract 

Collaborative poem-drawing is a verbal and meta-graphical expression of spatial thoughts and feelings. 
The works represent an unfinished dialogue of memories that are related to a shared urban experience. They 
are fragile platforms of carefully layered traces of discussions between the two authors, from day to day. 
They are “remnants” of dialogues about places that are experienced (through derive sessions) or imagined 
(in design drawing sessions) not as entities outside ourselves, but between ourselves. As dialogic devices, 
these collaborative poem-drawings are bringing together two different ways of looking at the spatial 
reality, while avoiding closure of the finite meaning of the processed material. 

Figure 1 represents graphically the conceptual background of our desire: clouds of spatial amorphous 
envelopes (dreams and memories) are hovering above a semi-permeable membrane (our senses and our 
sensitivity to the given reality) laying upon vertical columns that rise from the “orthogonal” ground. 
These clouds are fragments of urban interpretations related to a specific place: their inscription into a format of 
collective poem-drawings represents the process of juxtaposition of the interpreted maps in scale (plans, 
photographs, sections) and their resonance in the present moment of re-creation of memory. They are a 
palimpsest of different degrees of reality: the tension between the Clouds of memory and the “Reality” in 
scale is what generates an abundance of meaning, each time a spatial memory is re-evoked into presence. 

Finally, these collective poem-drawings are tools that aim to cultivate liberation from from the Known in the 
present moment of inscription. The exhibition would include: 1. a discussion upon the artefacts (reflection on 
the process of making and reading the maps); 2. a collaborative drawing performance; 3. a (graphical and 
verbal) contextualization of the collective poem-drawing in the wider context of the PhD thesis*. 

Keywords:  
collective poem-drawing, dialogic, derive, urban interpretation, distortion of memories 

* The work represents fragments of the body of independent research of the two authors. After experimenting for a longer

period, specific aspects became crucial thinking-through-doing aspect of the PhD in progress, titled Emotive Immersion Through

Poem-Drawing in Spatial Design) and final master thesis, titled Reclaiming the city’s historical identity through urban writings).

Forgetting through co-poem-drawing: freeing Attention 

If you imagine your usual mode of perceiving things (stereotypes, unawareness) as a wall, or a shell, that is 
separating you from understanding the world through personal interpretation and experience, than poem-drawing 
is a stream of attention permeating that shell, bringing the self into a more intimate/immediate tie with the 
environment. It feels like you are being stripped off, with parts of you standing naked in front of the 
newly created openings. And while all this is happening, you have almost no control over the process; 
everything unfolds like an erotic dialogue with the empty paper. The growth of lines and words becomes 
an unpredictable mirror of the inner flow through and beyond memories (thoughts and feelings) – into an 
intensified presence in the world. 

Such carving of the Wall leads to freedom from the known1: seeing not only as „for the first time‟, but also 
forgetting – or at least transfiguring of - the knowledge built upon yesterday in the name of the present 
moment of observing. It is digging into layers of the present appearance of a place, re-ordering them into 
a story that is meaningful for that specific moment of observation. It is flowing through the “pathless land”2 
of Truth, embracing uncertainty, change and ephemerality. 

1 Jiddu, Krishnamurti (2010). Lutyens, Mary (ed.). Freedom from the Known. London: Rider Books. 
2 Krishnamurti.J. Truth is a pathless land. Retrieved from https://jkrishnamurti.org/about-dissolution-speech 
  (Copyright Krishnamurti Foundation of America) 
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What happens when the carving of the Wall is enhanced by the carving of another Wall? What happens 
when the self-extension is encouraged by a creative responsiveness of another person‟s outflow? What 
happens when a confluence of their movement occurs? 

A collaborative poem-drawing. A dialogue in which transfiguration of the known is happening. Distorting, 
dissolving, weakening a spatial cognition or experience through the eyes/hand/voice of another person. 
Moreover, it is a completely new co-experience and co-cognition. It is not necessarily a notation on the 
same piece of paper. The artifacts are variations of creational correspondence between the two authors: 
an individual inscription and a day-later response, a drawing and a day-later writing over the drawn, a 
silent completion of another‟s lines and words on different fields of the format, or a “brush by brush” 
excavation of shared memory.  

Poem-drawing can be collaborative also in long-distance dialogues. In this research paper/exhibition we 
introduce variations of formats and manners of co-creation that lead to an enhanced attention towards an 
observed spatial phenomenon. The springing and confluence of the streams of attention are not always 
pleasant: at times, they bring painful scar opening, or a violent collision, or a friction when the flows 
freeze into hardened surfaces. In that sense, we may name the following sequence of poem-drawing 
varieties a cultivation of co-creative attention, or a ritual of reciprocal instantaneous freeing and self-abandonment by 
forgetting what we know in the name of what we attend to. 

1 Poem-drawing dialogues: concept diagram 
watercolors and ink, 21x14cm, 27th May 

Clouds of memory are flowing above a semi-permeable membrane: bellow them are fragments of 
“reality”, symbols of repeatability, orthogonality and order (elevation and axonometry). The clouds 
breathe through the movement of shared spatial feelings related to an experienced place. The feelings 
evaporate from “reality” but they diffuse into amoebic fragments of recorded experience: entwinement of 
verses and drawings dissolve into the world of Memory. 

The drawing is a diagram representing the concept of a co-creative research between two authors. In the 
upper part - verses and drawings become a meta-language of mutual understanding and dialogue in the 
process of interpreting places, that is – extending the limits of a known space beyond the measurable. In the 
lower part – orientaional drawings in scale work as a source of imaginative recognition of spatial values – they 
are there just to be critically observed and re-created through the clouds of memory. A continuous 
process of osmosis3 is going on vividly in both directions, depending on the nature of the poem-drawing 
dialogue. 

The following examples of poem-drawings manifest few variations of verbal and graphic dialogue. They 
are different in the degree of abstraction, the place of observation, the mode of dialogic expression 
(verbal or silent, parallel drawing or “brush by brush”4 drawing) and the time-space of creation (an hour, a 
day, a week, a month – poem-drawing together od separately). Each of them is an unfinished spatial 
contemplation aiming to excavate/question/expose the palimpsest of shared memories: dreams, emotions, 
thoughts, fears and desires.  

3 a.) a process by which molecules of a solvent tend to pass through a semipermeable membrane from a less concentrated 
solution into a more concentrated one; 
 b.) the process of gradual or unconscious assimilation of ideas, knowledge, etc 
4 a poem-drawing created by a long cycle of responsive one-minute watercolor question-answer-question dialogue (different than 
simultaneous drawing). 
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2  What remains? 
watercolors, 21x29,7 & 21x14cm, 28th May 

After an abundance of experienced beauty in an urban environment, we are usually burdened by the 
intensity of unfiltered impressions. Our soul is being stripped off, naked and vulnerable by the shock of 
sensations. A similar inner displacement occurs when we go through the “witnesses” (material records) of 
an urban walk: site-drawings, site-writings, photographs, collected stones, museum tickets, bus tickets, 
napkins from a dear restaurant, stones collected from the port - all this small constellation of objects that 
extends from the touch with our bodies to the space-time of the concrete spatial event from where it 
comes. 

But what if we put them all aside for a second? What if we try to forget all of our “visible” traces of a 
place-time that inhabit our working table, all the accessories that encourage the “precise” vision of spatial 
memory? What if we close our eyes and if we try to rely on (and cultivate!) our personal mode of ordering 
and representing experienced spatial sensation? What if we try to ask ourselves “what is the thing that 
remains?” 

The next two drawings represent the first attempt of expressive exhaling after a one day derive in Trieste –
directly from memory. P-D 2 (author 1) exhibits urban symbols that are recognizable and universal, while 
yet – highly personal, and relevant. A red colonnade, a dome-mosaic framing Jesus Christ and Virgin 
Marry (as adults) in a cloud of Gold, fragments of a ruined basilica ascending towards the rain and the 
new meaning of their appearance, patterns of a spontaneously discovered synagogue – all that organically 
connected in a mental route map and woven with the presence of water in the whole (the sea, the rain, the 
humidity as cycle of changing atmospheres). P-D 3 (author 2) is a day after answer to P-D 2: the crane 
(Ursus) floating above the water, the “sentences made of vaults”, the dialogue between the central and the 
lateral nave – the second covering holy letters with a ray of light, or the “alertness due to cobblestone-
denivelation”. 
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3 Re-creating a meaningful blind walk 
watercolors and ink, dimensions 120x100cm (3 pieces 50x70), 30th May-13th June 

If you are a participant in a thorough profusion and creational understanding with another person, you‟ve 
probably came to a limit-condition moment of inevitable conflict. Then, an urge for establishing an 
ascending line towards a new mutual creative desire is needed. No explanations, no apologies. We decided 
to go away from our city for a day: we chose to immerse into Trieste, without having any conceptual 
preparations about our possible investigation in this city. We decided to immerse into uncertainty; we‟ve 
let our souls to wander around the city and to orient the flow of the process after the embodied experience 
of the walk. And most importantly: we consciously decided to get lost: no abstract maps, no previous 
urbanology-research, nothing except the knowledge of the distance between the railway station and the 
sea, and the will to find new meaning to devote to. We followed our responsiveness to each spatial 
atmosphere. We‟ve stopped, listened, recorded, discussed and walked again, decided each step according 
to our mood and intuition. 

After the trip, we tried to reconstruct our movements on a map “in scale”. Placing a reduced plan 
drawing of the city (the bare “reality”), we covered it with poem-drawing metaphors of our experiences in 
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perspective / section / axonometry. We marked moments of surprise, anger, hunger, pleasure, fear, 
enlightenment, vertigo, spatial vividness, meditational silence. In doing so, we tried to understand which 
spatial values brought us to such rhythms of mood. We‟ve colored with our emotions only the roads we‟ve 
walked through, adding windows of additional extensions of expressed experience in the empty space. 
Since the format was large, we worked on different areas. At the latest stage of the process, we‟ve 
changed places: we‟ve made silent dialogues by intervening on each other‟s inscriptions: completing, 
extending, deepening the layers of reading a shared atmosphere. We‟ve tested the “aggressiveness” in 
completing each other, and worked on further cultivation of its tenderness. The blind walk has grown 
into an eye-opening diagram of new degrees of a shared reality.  

4 Notations5  
(ink, 3 pieces format + tran. paper, 5th June) 

Have you ever thought of drawing your own experiential alphabet? Have you ever thought about telling a 
story through your own letters, symbols and memories? Did you ever believed that an attempt for 
personalized pictorial writing can grow into communication device in a bottom-up way – deriving from your own 
spatial experience? 

In this tryptic, you can see the desire to reduce the expression to an ascetic movement of the black ink. It 
narrates the one-day walk in Trieste in another manner: just like the lines in a text structure, it exhibits 
graphic fragments of experience in a linear configuration. The flow of the line transform the spatial and 

5 a system of graphics or symbols, characters and abbreviated expressions, used in artistic and scientific disciplines to represent 
technical facts and quantities by convention. 
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atmospheric symbols from plan to section or axonometry. Created after the completion of the large map 
(P-D 4), which was done with an assistance of scale drawings, photographs and discussed memories, this 
handwriting is done on “a desert island”, away from any previously recorded urban material. Deriving 
directly from memory, it strives to forget the abundance of information in order to extract / select / 
evaluate what is truly relevant, more severely. 

A day after, we tried to interpret the newly born notations together. Putting pieces of transparent paper 
upon each part, we wrote down verbalization of the ties between our mood and the spirit of the place: 
„triangle of hope‟, „branching of the Way‟, „surrounded by danger‟, „the urge to ascend, „Red6‟, „a flowered 
wall‟, „topographic spiralizations‟, „leaking through the Wall‟, „sounds of children over a church‟, „arcadic 
embrace‟, „light-falling fruit‟, „roof of treetops‟, „edge-breaking raindrops‟, „inhaling the scent of the sea – 
vastness enclosed‟, „twisting market place‟, „inhaling a liquid steam when the spirit folds you‟, „a winged 
window‟, „a hindered touch with the sea‟, „faucet embraced by a Maple‟, a „laborious descending – we‟ve 
just had too much of Beauty‟. 

6 1994, Krzystof Kieslowsky. 
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5 Mood-change notations  
(watercolors and ink, 15.5x15cm, 6th June) 

After the verbo-graphical dialogue unfolding upon the Trieste notations, we wanted to develop another 
question: how to map the change of emotional density and flow through reduced colors and a bit of ink on a 
single small format?  

The following (10 minutes) diagram is a graphic answer to the previous notations, (answered by the other 
interlocutor). It is a personalized attempt to forget the precision and the numbers and to test the memory 
again, but this time - after the large format experience - only with few movements of the brush. It maps 
the spatial flow of emotional energy and attentiveness from one urban point to the other. It develops as a 
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circular meander; in-depended islands of intense experience are connected between each other by a 
labyrinth of fading routes: 

the marine blue radiation of iodine, the vertical growth of the city above the sea when seen from the 
stone pier, the endless ascension of tree rows towards the sky, the stairs meandering through the vertical 
gardens leading to the Castle, the „Red‟ coffee protecting us from the heavy rain, the funnel-like 
pedestrian flow from the dense urban tissue to the water edge through the noisy square, the memorized 
fragments of the church square, the otherworldly feeling of purification and peace after the golden mosaic 
and the bell-toll under the open-sky basilica, the disturbing but miraculous dissension through the wet 
cobblestone, the unpredicted appearance of a secret square with a large Ruin, the spontaneous entering in 
inner yards abundant with vivid public happenings, the chaotic search for food through the urban blocks, 
the interrupted approach to the sea after 20h (the violent incision of the strong desire for iodine and sea) 
and the slow return to the beginning point. 

6 Purely visual manuscript  
(watercolors & ink, 2 pieces 15.5x15cm, 16th June) 

This diptych exhibits a story of a one-day shared creational walk through Ljubljana. Flowing in tall lines 
like a text, the story unfolds through cinematic sequences experience, drawn mostly in perspective, 
section and axonometry (with the exception of two plan sketches). Each unit of the long sentence is a 
micro-drawing of a – simplified but yet recognizable – spatial memory. 
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7 Few-seconds-response: a fully attentive dialogue 
watercolors on aquarelic paper, ink on transparent paper, 70x50cm, 24-28th June 

In the previous collaborative poem-drawing sessions, we‟ve usually constructed the dialogues by verbal 
contemplation upon already (independently) drawn mental maps, by intervening on different parts of the 
format and – later – on each others languages, or by silent graphic response to each new expression. By 
contrast, in this session, we tried to respond both verbally and graphically in an approximate interval of 
few seconds: the brushes followed each others flow while at the same time responding to the questions 
which are spoken out in the air.  

The poem-drawing is done in two layers. The first one is the drawing, created within an hour and a half. 
It exhibits discussed memories of a walk taken in February: departing from the Botanical garden in 
Ljubljana as a place of regular weekly visit – it grows into a nebulous map of a long route surrounding the 
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Roznik Hill and arriving back at the Center. It is drawn without the assistance of material records of the 
above mentioned spaces. The second part is the transparent paper (the poem) covered with linguistic 
verbal and written re-interpretation (self-criticism and self-reflection) of what we‟ve drawn, four days later 
(created within an hour).  

The process was recorded also in an audio format: the questions, doubts, metaphors – all of these feelings 
that precede and shape the moment of inscribing a spatial memory on the paper. The voice recordings, 
the drawing layer and the writing layer can make a „poetic‟ sense independently; yet, one can have a sense 
of their co-influence and co-formation only if one observes them simultaneously. The spoken word 
oscillating between our drawing souls brought to being a poem-drawing that breathes more easily. 

Conclusion 

Unlike the poem-drawings that are processual tools in a design task (few of them will be exhibited at the 
conference), the artifacts introduced in this sequence are flowers which sprouted from a trembling soil: 
without precise aspiration, without „why?‟ and „how?‟ and „what for?‟ They are there because they emerged 
as an urgent need to cultivate a spatial dialogue through means other than purely verbal meditations. 
Communicating in silence contributed to our thorough mutual understanding in relation to spatial doubts 
and questions. At the same time, we created a notation/artefact of that discussion that is transferable a 
wider range of indirect interlocutors.  

The contribution to a collective learning environment, that such a research can bring, is the stimulation of 
the following points through search for order by the growth from the inside and releasing a particle of truth from 
the unrepeatable moment of creation: 
1. learning to listen responsively (creative and critical compassion);
2. bringing a design decision / spatial judgement built upon such self-softening;
3. continuous recording and erasing of experienced spatial values: a simultaneous cultivation and
destabilization of the value system, beyond any authority.
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This might sound to you as dangerous labyrinthal darkness: an „investigation‟ based only upon the 
misty/changeable/vivid clouds of believing and being in the visible and invisible layers of the world, rather 
than a search for an unchangeable positivistic reality. However, we may simply translate the dangerous 
labyrinthal darkness as a moving frame, trembling and twisting its nature under each unpredictable change – 
as a bliss, rather than as a paralyzing exception from our rigid over-standing upon our automatized 
patterns of thinking and acting - behind the Wall. 
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